
AP Literature and Composition / Dual Enrollment 
1st Quarter Project for Students 

 

 

Texts 

 How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster     

 The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini  
 

I commend your decision to challenge yourself with a rigorous, college-level English class 

like Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition!  This initial reading will 

prepare you for this course.  The literature selections and assignments will challenge you to 

think and read analytically.  They will also lay the groundwork for themes we will discuss 

during our course of studies.  This assignment will be due by the end of the first 

marking period / first quarter progress check.   

 

NOTE:  This project is in addition to other assignments occurring in class.  Please do 

not wait until the last minute to complete this assignment!    

 

How to Read Literature Like a Professor is a lively and 

entertaining exploration of the layers of meaning that can be found in almost any classic 

literary work.  Foster's approach is wry, lighthearted, and insightful.  When you finish this 

work, you will have a better understanding of how to engage meaningfully with a literary 

work of merit.  We suggest that you read this work first.  The content will heighten your 

awareness of the complexities of the novels you will read this summer and later in the 

course.   
 

Assignment #1:  How to Read Literature Like a Professor 

 
For each chapter, you are to create a "literary tool kit" that you will 

use throughout the year. Create a Google Doc that contains the 

following information: 

 

1. TOP HALF: Summarize ALL the main ideas of the chapter.  This can be in the form of a 

bulleted list.  

 

2. BACK: Write a paragraph explaining how the central ideas of the chapter relate to a 

book, short story, play, or film you have seen.  The paragraph should provide specific 

examples and evidence that clearly connects the text to the purpose of Foster's chapter.  At 

least half of these connections should relate to your class’s novel: The Kite Runner.  (You 

can complete this part after you have read the novel).  

 

Then, read the short story that begins on page 245 and complete the exercises on pages 

265-266 (NOTE: actual page numbers vary depending on book edition).  Follow the 

directions exactly as indicated.  Do NOT read ahead.  Your responses to the two questions 

can be in the form of bulleted notes.  When you finish, compare your responses to the three 

sample essays.  After some self-evaluation, briefly describe your strengths and weaknesses 

in analyzing literature. 
 

 

 
 

 

http://books.google.com/books?id=PKeOyeZdVKwC&dq=How+to+Read+Literature+Like+a+Professor&source=bn&ei=KjBJSsq1ONvBtwfanezkBg&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=book-thumbnail&resnum=4


The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini is a poignant novel that explores the 

complex friendship of two boys from different caste systems growing up together in 

Afghanistan.  This morality tale is a story of a fall from grace and the potential for redemption 

that can only occur when courage breaks the confines of silence.  It is a compelling story:  

sometimes shocking, always provocative, and deeply moving.  

 

Assignment #2:  
 

1. READ and ANNOTATE the text.  If you are using a school copy of the work, use sticky notes.  

If you are using your own copy of the work you can write in the margins!  

As you read, underline/highlight AND make margin notes.  Do NOT simply underline/highlight 

passages.  You will only receive credit for notes!  

  

If you do not want to write in the book or if the book belongs to the school, you may attach large 

post-it notes to individual pages. What should you look for and write: 

 thought-provoking passages 

 symbolic elements that might suggest deeper meanings 

 allusions to mythology, the Bible, folktales, and other seminal literature 

 ask questions of the text or author – try to answer them. 

 character development 

 a pattern in the plot or structure--the images start to overlap, gestures or phrases recur, 

some details seem associated with each other. 

 statements which challenge you, provoke thought, agreement or resistance 

 references to relevant social or historical events 

 

Simply think "aloud" on the pages by marking and recording your understanding and response to 

the text.  You should have copious notes beside any underlining or highlighting.  You will be 

graded based upon the quality and quantity of your notes.  

 

NOTE:  Your copy of the novel will be collected and graded to determine your engagement with 

the text.   DO NOT use critical resources while you're reading.  Your comments should be based on 

your own thoughts and revelations about the work! 

 

NOTE:  Your Google doc and book are due by the end of the 
first marking period. However, I strongly urge you to 

complete most of the project BEFORE school begins. We are 

moving forward with the curriculum from day one.  
 

NOTE:  Please do not view the film prior to reading the text 
and completing these assignments.  Formulate your own rich 

vision of the characters, settings, and events.  Your viewing 

will be evident in your writing; differences between the two 

mediums are significant.  

 

 


